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This project has received funding from the 
EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under grant agreement #769086

A strategic collaboration between CIE and ECLF was signed in 2019. It aimed to create a stronger
advocacy voice for cycle logistics businesses in the EU and in national government policies. To
represent the cargo bikes industry, the CIE Cargo Bikes & Cycle Logistics Expert Group (CBCLEG) was
formed in order to connect cycle logistics companies with cargo bike manufacturers. This has enabled
CBCLEG members to promote cargo bikes and cycle logistics as an integral part of the EU Cycling
Strategy.

Recommendations

1. Use professionals to create content in order to
ensure the Industry pays attention.

2. Linking up with CIE’s other Experts Groups
helped build momentum.

3. Participating companies and organisations
were empowered by this work to engage in a
dialogue with their national or local
governments.

Outcome
The partnership has been very productive in a short space of
time, using a governance structure that enables rapid but
very well-informed responses to be made to events. A wide
range of cycling industry companies have come together in
the CBCLEG and its sub-groups. We have discussed key
topics that increase the rate of growth of cargo bike use and
cycle logistics operations in our cities.
Industry standards for cargo bikes. CBCLEG members
have worked hard in the CEN TC333 Working Group 9
(Carrier Cycles), so that the first three of seven standards are
already out to consultation (June 2022).
Marketing & communications. CIE has been able to
respond creatively and rapidly to a series of EU and EC
urgent policy developments during the CCCB Project, starting
in April 2020 with our detailed COVID pandemic response
(many used cargo bikes to deliver essential food and
medicines when other systems stopped working). We moved
on to provide timely and strictly evidence-based input to the
EC review of Personal Mobility Devices, about cargo bike
safety (our cycle logistics survey analysed over 6 million kms
of cargo bike use - they are safe!) and the critical role of e-
bikes in the further take-up of cycling as a mode of transport.
Cargo Bike Industry Surveys (2020, 2021 and 2022). In
2020, CBCLEG conducted the first European Cargo Bike
Industry Survey and gained significant insights in this fast-
growing market. The subsequent surveys have shown that
cargo bike sales growth is rapidly taking cargo bikes from
niche to mainstream, as a vital component of city transport
decarbonisation.

Impact

Promoting, advocating, and disseminating are the means
used by the Experts Group to give more visibility to cargo
bikes and cycle logistics. The sector is still relatively young,
so the CBCLEG’s work has enabled important market trends
and developments to be highlighted, by:
• Connecting diverse cargo bike and cycle logistics

companies to share expertise, collaborate, and advance
knowledge, for instance on new tests for cargo bike
safety.

• Gathering market intelligence and collecting data through
our unique market surveys.

• Ensuring that the inputs and the voices gathered from the
sectors are heard at the EU level, for instance at the CIE
Summit in Brussels in May 2022 and in the Cargo Bike
Area of Eurobike in Frankfurt in July 2022.

• Developing online development resources, with our CCCB
partners cargobike.jetz (Cargo Bike Guide), ECLF
(webinars) and ECF (cargo bike funding directory).

Expert Group
CIE/ECLF

Contact

Kevin Mayne  k.mayne@cyclingindustries.com

Starting up the Experts Group
required energy and good access to
the cycling industries’ key
stakeholders.

Expenses have been met by the
CCCB . At the same time, the
member companies have made
significant investments.

City-based cargo bike incentive
schemes, including try-outs and
subsidies, have proved to be easily
replicable elsewhere.

Process
• Create Experts Group with clear governance

rules.
• Research – how funding schemes work –

commercial sector and consumer.
• Coordinate – cities to develop pilots.
• Pilots – support pilots in 5 cities.
• Monitor – funding schemes and other

deployments in other partner cities.
• Developa Europe cycling funding directory.
• Promotion of the sector: awareness raising –

events, conferences, publications.
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In 2019/2020 a £2 million Ecargo Bike Grant Fund was made available by the UK Department
of Transport (DfT). It gave financial support towards the adoption of ecargo bikes by businesses
and municipal councils in England, UK, offering a sustainable transport solution for urban
deliveries, generating zero emissions and contributing to improved air quality. An extra £2
million was made available in 2020/21. ECLF, through its member national association UK
Cycle Logistics Federation, formed part of the team which provided detailed technical advice to
the DfT and its Fund administrator (Energy Saving Trust) on how the scheme should be set up
and run.

Recommendations

1. Identify a local, regional, or national
government official who has an active
interest in cycling and how cargo bikes can
be used to tackle congestion, pollution and
noise.

2. Create a pool of case studies of
organisations using cargo bikes in their
operations and the benefits and cost
savings that have been achieved.

3. Learn from other local authorities that have
set up successful grant funding schemes.

Outcome

As well as helping establish the scheme, ECLF
-working with the trade body Bicycle Association
- also produced an eCargo Bike Grant Scheme
Code of Practice, Eligibility criteria and an
eCargo Bike Grant Fund information pack.
• ECLF provided input into 2 webinars about

the scheme and presented at 2 national
events and try-out shows which were held to
promote the scheme.

• 409 ecargo bikes were grant funded direct to
146 businesses.

• 33 municipal councils bought 522 ecargo
bikes or ecargo bike trailers, receiving £2.61
million (about €3.01 million, or €93,000 each).

Impact

The municipal councils who won a grant were
extremely innovative in terms of the applications
where the ecargo bikes were used. These
included: first mile deliveries, a residential
sharing scheme, a ‘try before you buy’ leasing
scheme, cargo bike libraries, pool ecargo bikes,
ecargo bikes for use by local business and
residents, and use by a local hospital and social
care team to help care for isolated people.

Ecargo Bike grant fund
ENGLAND, UK

Contact
Richard Armitage │ richard@c4st.uk

Process

1. Create a local (or national) group of
organisations which use cargo bikes.

2. Invite the local member of parliament (or
better still a minister) to see how cargo
bikes can be used.

3. Ask the MP for assistance in raising the
profile of cargo bikes.

4. Ask the local authority, regional or national
government to establish a grant funding
scheme.

5. Offer advice and assistance on how the
scheme should be set up and promoted to
potential users.

6. Run try-out shows for public and local
businesses.

Video: Essex Cargo Bike Revolution &
Colchester Council cargo bike library

Municipal councils would benefit
from help with procurement of
cargo bikes, as they have never
done it before.

Municipal services can use cargo
bikes instead of vans, but it takes
time to switch.

Establish a ‘trusted source’ of
independent advice and
information on cargo bikes.


